To: All Graduate Students

REFERENCE: Information required when filing your thesis…

The GEOREF Division of the American Geological Institute requests the following information about your thesis. Fill out this form and return to Geoscience Department Office, LFG 104.

NAME/DEGREE/YEAR DEGREE CONFERRED

THESIS TITLE

1. One Xerox copy of the TITLE PAGE

2. One Xerox copy of the ABSTRACT

3. NUMBER of pages (count & fill in)

4. NUMBER of ILLUSTRATIONS

5. NUMBER of fold out maps & tables

6. TYPES of fold out maps & tables
   GEOLOGIC
   STRUCTURE
   GEOCHEMICAL
   OTHER

7. SCALE of thesis maps (NOTE: List as REPRESENTATIVE fraction: 1:24,000; 1:5,000; 1:500; etc.)

8. Number of references listed in your BIBLIOGRAPHY:

9. List a permanent address where the department can communicate with you

THANK YOU

This information will be used by GEOREF when compiling their annual report of completed thesis in geology